ROTEX air-to-water heat pump powered by Bluevolution
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The new heat pump generation
Air-to-water heat pump powered by Bluevolution:
Highest performance and efficiency

The new heat pump generation:
Outstanding performance + environmental
responsibility
Embrace efficiency and modern
sustainability with the refrigerant
of the future
Everyone is a winner when environmentally friendly R-32 refrigerant is used. With its low GWP of 675, it is already playing an
important part in reducing CO2 emissions, thereby keeping its
environmental impact to a minimum. Due to this low GWP, all
Bluevolution products already fulfil the requirements of new EU
Regulation 517/2014, which stipulates that fluorinated greenhouse gases (also known as F-gases) be gradually replaced by
2030.
What GWP means
GWP (global warming potential) is a value indicating the global
warming impact of a greenhouse gas. The lower the value, the
lower the potential contribution to global warming.

Powered by Bluevolution
The next generation heat pumps from ROTEX bear the Bluevolution label. This shows that they are part of the DAIKIN
Group product range that uses futureproof R-32 refrigerant.
Combined with a new highly efficient compressor, these next
generation heat pumps achieve the highest efficiency values.

New ROTEX air-to-water heat pumps –
powered by Bluevolution
A complete solution:
HPSU compact Ultra 4-8 kW
Advanced heat pump technology
with integrated thermal store. Hygienic with the ability to incorporate
additional heat sources.
See page 6/7

The versatile solution:
HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra 4-8 kW
Flexible application, also for
cascades.
See page 8/9

Maximum convenience:
• The new air-to-water heat pumps from ROTEX – powered by
Bluevolution – boost domestic hot water output by up to
40 % thanks to their state of the art technology
• An optimum interior climate is maintained through heating
and cooling when combined with underfloor heating
Outstanding performance:
• Flexible for use in new build and even modernisation projects,
reaching flow temperatures of up to 65 °C
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Advanced technology –
only the best for our customers

The compressor – the heart of the heat pump
The new ROTEX heat pumps – powered by Bluevolution use
the available environmental energy to heat your home with
maximum efficiency. The heat in the ambient air is transferred
to the heating system via R-32 refrigerant with the help of the
new highly efficient compressor. This principle is equivalent to
using a refrigerator or air conditioning system in reverse.
The compressors in ROTEX heat pumps are developed and
manufactured within the corporate group. Consequently, we
can draw on knowledge from many millions of compressors
made by the technological leader. The next generation uses a
completely new, highly efficient compressor.
Economical and quiet thanks to output
modulating operation
The heat demand of a building varies widely depending on
weather conditions and utilisation patterns. ROTEX heat pumps
employ inverter technology, which operates the compressor
variably. In other words, the output of the heat pump is continuously adjusted to meet demand.

Comfort 365 – comfortably warm in winter and pleasantly
cool in summer
The ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra and HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra are
equipped as standard with an integrated cooling option. When
used in conjunction with an underfloor heating system, you
can enjoy the dual heating and cooling function without any
additional effort or expense. The operating costs for this added
convenience are negligible.
Smart Grid Ready
The „Smart Grid Ready“ label certifies suitability for „power bias
operation“. In order not to overload power grids, wind turbines
are frequently shut down when more electricity is being generated than required. Storage is necessary to absorb these peaks
in production. Heating systems with heat pumps can provide
such storage.
As and when required, they can convert excess electricity into
thermal energy, which is then „stored“ in a buffer or domestic
hot water tank. Grid operators can already shut down heat
pump systems temporarily in the event of power shortages.
So as to utilise their storage potential to the full, heat pumps
require correspondingly smart control technology. Consumers
can tell that a heat pump is suitably equipped by the „Smart
Grid Ready“ label.

Advanced controls
The digital control unit can be operated intuitively. The ROTEX eye displays
the current operating state at all times.
Control via smartphone
You can conveniently control your heating system from your smartphone
using the Control app and LAN adaptor/gateway. The control unit is able
to control the heat pump functions as well as monitor your system. This
comprehensive system management option allows you to synchronise
everything perfectly to your needs.
HPSU compact Ultra
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Digital RoCon+
controller. Combined
with the ROTEX
RoCon G1 gateway, it
can be controlled via
the ROTEX App

Plate heat exchanger

HE pump (self-venting,
PWM controlled, with
condensate protection)

Control unit enclosure
with terminal strip

non-pressurised tank water

Additional benefits
• Highest level of hygiene
• Compact dimensions
• Intelligent Store
Management (ISM)
• Smart Grid Ready
• Flexible application

Heat exchanger (stainless steel)
for hot water generation

Outstanding efficiency in a compact unit
ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra
This complete heat pump solution combines environmentally responsible and pioneering technology
with the smallest of footprints. Heating, cooling and domestic hot water with outstanding efficiency.

ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra – high efficiency class
The ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra combines highly efficient heat
pump technology with an innovative thermal store in the smallest
of spaces. The entire heating centre only takes up 0.36 m²
(HPSU compact Ultra 304/308) or 0.62 m² (HPSU compact Ultra
504/508) of space. Electronic management of both heat pump
and thermal store (ISM = intelligent storage management)
maximises energy efficiency whilst also ensuring heating and
domestic hot water convenience. The HPSU compact Ultra is
„Smart Grid Ready“, which means that it is already equipped for
energy cost saving operation in the future. Domestic hot water
heating employs the instantaneous water heating principle
and is characterised by the highest standards of hygiene.
The hybrid heating centre – for all energy types
The HPSU compact Ultra indoor unit can be used as an efficient
thermal store for additional heat sources. Apart from a solar
thermal system, it can, for example, also be linked to an oil,
gas or pellet boiler or woodburning stove with back boiler for
domestic hot water and central heating backup. If you do not
intend to install a solar thermal system immediately, one can
be retrofitted quickly and easily at any time.
Heat pump and solar: low expenditure – high yield
Solar energy and a heat pump are an ideal complement to
one another here. At peak levels, 80 % of solar energy that has
been captured can be converted into usable heat. The ROTEX
HPSU compact Ultra is already optimised for connection to
solar thermal technology – when linked up to a ROTEX Solaris,
it becomes your own personal solar heating system.

Hot water storage tank
(twin wall casing made of
polypropylene with rigid
PUR foam thermal insulation)

Heat exchanger (stainless
steel) for cylinder loading or
central heating backup

How you can benefit from the
ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra air-to-water heat pump
Outstanding efficiency
• Use of free, renewable, environmental energy from
the sun and air
• Flow temperatures of up to 65 °C
• Up to 40 % higher domestic hot water output
Innovative technology
•	Powered by Bluevolution – using R-32 refrigerant
• Intelligent storage management (ISM) for maximum
energy efficiency and outstanding heating and
domestic hot water convenience
• Intuitively operated electronic control unit
• Optional app-based control
• Smart Grid Ready
Water hygiene
• ECH2O thermal store principle
• Highest levels of hygiene thanks to separation of
tank water and domestic hot water
• No deposits, no legionella bacteria
Meets your needs
• Heating, cooling and domestic hot water
• Economical and quiet to run
• Compact dimensions, straightforward installation –
in the smallest of spaces
• Flexible application; direct combination with solar
thermal system or existing heating systems possible
• Outdoor unit available in 5 colours

SG
Read y

Smart Heat Pumps

HPSU compact Ultra air-to-water heat pump
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Flexible application options
ROTEX HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra
The heat pump split system with environmentally responsible R-32 refrigerant comprises an outdoor unit,
an indoor unit and a thermal store

Versatile application
Thanks to its modular design, the HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra offers
many different application options. For instance, the compact
indoor units can be easily combined to form cascades for
apartment buildings.

Booster heater

Heat exchanger

Expansion Vessel

HE pump
Magnetic filter

Optimum water hygiene – maximum convenience
Domestic hot water is heated in combination with a hygienic
ROTEX thermal store. The ROTEX HybridCube thermal store is
a combination of domestic hot water tank and instantaneous
water heater. The water to be heated is routed through and
heated by a separate high performance stainless steel indirect
coil. The water that is fed in first is also drawn first (first in, first
out principle).

How you can benefit from the
ROTEX HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra air-to-water heat pump
Outstanding efficiency
• Use of free, renewable, environmental energy from
the sun and air
• Flow temperatures of up to 65 °C
• Up to 40 % higher domestic hot water output
Innovative technology
• Powered by Bluevolution – using R-32 refrigerant
• Intuitively operated electronic control unit
• Optional app-based control
• Smart Grid Ready
Domestic hot water hygiene combined with a
ROTEX thermal store
• ECH2O thermal store principle
• Highest levels of hygiene thanks to separation of
tank water and domestic hot water
• No deposits, no legionella bacteria
Meets your needs
• Can also be used in cascades for apartment buildings
• Heating, cooling and domestic hot water
• Economical and quiet to run
• Outdoor unit available in 5 colours

Additional benefits
All hydraulic parts included in the
compact wall mounted unit

* SG Ready in combination with LAN-Adapter

HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra air-to-water heat pump with HybridCube thermal store
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Think water hygiene when buying
a heating system

Clean water is a prerequisite for life
Fresh hot water is a basic necessity in every home, be it for
showering, bathing, cooking or handwashing. These days we
could not imagine living without a steady supply of hot water,
readily available whenever we want it. And naturally, we also
expect this water to be hygienic. Conventional water heaters
can often fall short in this respect. That is why we have made it
our business to focus on water hygiene!
Optimum water hygiene – day after day
ROTEX thermal stores have been designed with the latest heating technology and domestic hot water hygiene standards in
mind. They are fundamentally different in design from conventional high volume domestic hot water tanks. Sludge and rust
deposits, sedimentation and even the growth of dangerous
legionella bacteria, such as can be found in many large tanks,
cannot occur here. Their design concept means that they can
provide 100 % hygienic domestic hot water at any time.

The domestic hot water is contained in a high performance
indirect coil made from durable stainless steel (INOX). Your hot
water will always be perfectly hygienic.
The storage tank only needs to be filled with water once, when
it is commissioned, and then simply provides thermal storage.
The water is neither replaced nor consumed. The interior and
exterior walls of the tank are made from shock- and impactresistant polypropylene and the space in between is filled with
highly effective foam insulation. This results in excellent insulation values and minimum surface losses

Outdoor unit and installation

An inexhaustible heat source on your doorstep
The sun is our natural energy provider. Take advantage of this
free heat supply and use it in your own home. It can be found
in environmental energy from the air or taken directly from
sunlight. This energy source is both free and inexhaustible.
The heat pump outdoor unit
The outdoor unit extracts heat from the ambient air, which is
absorbed by the heat transfer medium (refrigerant) and transferred to the indoor unit. The compact outdoor unit can be
sited inconspicuously outside a new build or existing residential building.
Whisper-quiet operation
Especially in residential areas with dense development, the
quiet operation of the heat pump outdoor unit is important.
The outdoor units of the new heat pump generation from
ROTEX stand out in night mode with a sound power level of
only 35 dB (A) at a distance of 3 meters.

RAL 7016
anthracite gray

RAL 9006
white aluminum

Choose your own colour
The outside appearance of a house reflects the personality
and style of its inhabitants. A lot of time is spent choosing the
right materials and colours. When buying a ROTEX heat pump,
homeowners have the choice of five different colours for the
outdoor unit, allowing them to express their individual taste.
Along with the standard ivory finish, the outdoor units are also
available in four special finishes – anthracite grey, white aluminum, traffic white and ruby red.
Sound insulation with style
You can reduce the noise level by up
to 8 dB(A) by adding sound insulation
cladding to your heat pump outdoor
unit.

RAL 9016
traffic white

RAL 3003
ruby red
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Ideal supplement

Energy efficiency label for heating systems
Safe in the knowledge it‘s ROTEX
All ROTEX products are tested and meet the criteria of the
Ecodesign Directive. For both individual products and packaged
solutions, energy labels are a reliable indicator of the precise
efficiency class. Perfectly matched in terms of their individual
components, our complete systems provide both maximum
convenience and the highest safety standards.

Heating and cooling
ROTEX HP convector fan convector
The ROTEX HP convector is the ideal addition to a ROTEX
low temperature heat pump for use in those rooms that lack
underfloor heating. Thanks to its particularly quiet operation,
it is even suitable for use in bedrooms. The quiet fans allow the
HP convector to heat and cool efficiently, while the integrated
electronic room thermostat ensures the climate is just right.

Renewable heating in winter,
gentle cooling in summer
The ROTEX HPSU compact Ultra is
available with an integrated cooling
option as standard. When it‘s used
in conjunction with an underfloor
heating system, you can enjoy the dual heating and cooling
function without any additional effort or expense. The operating costs for this added convenience are negligible.

Room temperature

Solar thermal energy: low expenditure – high yield
Solaris high performance solar thermal system for
domestic hot water and central heating backup
ROTEX Solaris solar thermal systems use the free energy of the
sun very efficiently for domestic hot water and provide effective
central heating backup. Solaris flat-plate collectors come in
three versions. They can be installed on pitched or flat roofs,
or integrated into the roof. All ROTEX thermal stores are already
optimised for connection to a solar thermal system. They
store solar heat with exceptional efficiency and offer optimum
domestic hot water hygiene using freshwater technology.
Connecting a solar thermal system is the most effective way
to reach a higher energy efficiency class for the overall heating
system.

Room temperature
without air conditioning
Upper comfort limit

Room temperature
with Comfort 365
Lower comfort limit
January

December
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Evolution from the market leader Unique in the market
Futureproof R-32 refrigerant
Heat pumps with new refrigerant become even more
environmentally friendly
The Daikin group relies on the new generation of heat pumps
to the future-ready refrigerant R-32. It has the best performance in both cooling and heating operations. The greenhouse potential (GWP – global warming potential) is clearly
below the current refrigerant. In addition, significantly lower
quantities need to be used. The global warming potential
of R-32, is only one third of the global warming potential of
R-410A. Taking the refrigerant filling into account, the
greenhouse potential is only one quarter.

GWP

capacity

Volume-related
GWP

2.087,5

100 %

2.087,5

675

R-410A R-32

X

70 %

=

R-410A R-32

Make a start today
EU Regulation 517/2014 requires that fluorinated greenhouse
gases (also known as F-gases) be completely replaced by alternative refrigerants for the sake of the environment. A transition
period from 2017 to 2030 has been allowed for this.
Market leader and pioneer
The pioneering DAIKIN Group began developing systems that
used refrigerants with a low GWP (global warming potential)
many years ago. Long before the F-gas Regulation came into
force, the company recognised the need to produce more
efficient and environmentally responsible heat pumps, air conditioners and refrigeration systems. The company launched its first
air-to-air heat pumps with R-32 back in 2013. This puts the DAIKIN
Group at the forefront of the development and production of this
advanced technology.

472
R-410A

System efficiency with Solar*:
* ROTEX system consisting of:
HPSU compact Ultra 508 H/C Biv 6 kW,
RoCon+ control, 4 Solar collectors V26P

HPSU Ultra external unit RRGA
Associated indoor unit HPSU compact Ultra
Associated indoor unit HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra
Energy efficiency class Space heating (1) Flow temperature 55 °C
HPSU compact Ultra
(without control)
Flow temperature 55 °C
(in combination with control)
Water heating (tapping profile) (2)
Energy efficiency class Space heating (1)
HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra

Heat output

Nom.

Cooling output

Nom.

COP

EER
Dimensions

Device

Weight
Operating range

Device
Heating

R-32

Cooling
Domestic hot
water
Sound power level

ROTEX as part of the DAIKIN group
ROTEX has always been very innovative
in technical matters. With the take-over
by the Japanese DAIKIN-Group in the
year 2008, ROTEX obtained access to
outstanding technologies and other
innovations of a global market leader.
These advantages pay off especially in
the development of heat pumps.

Heating
Cooling
Silent operation 2
Silent operation 3
Sound pressure level Heating
Cooling
Silent operation 2
Silent operation 3
Refrigerant
Type
GWP
Charge
Power control
Notes

• As a global market leader, DAIKIN Industries employs more than 67,000 people
and achieved a business volume of 15.4 billion Euros in 2016
• Already in 1958, DAIKIN developed the first heat pump and thus stands for
longevity, tradition and innovation
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XL

A++
A+++

Flow temperature 35 °C
(without control)
Flow temperature 55 °C
(without control)
Flow temperature 55 °C
(in combination with control)
A -7 / W35
A 2 / W35
A 7 / W35
A10 / W35
A35 / W18
A35 / W 7
A -7 / W35
A 2 / W35
A 7 / W35
A10 / W35
A35 / W18
A35 / W 7
Height
Width
Depth
Min.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Nom.
Nom.
Nom.
Nom
Nom.
Nom.
Nom.
Nom.

04DV
304 / 504
RHBX04D9W

06DV
308 / 508
RHBX08D9W
A++

08DV
308 / 508
RHBX08D9W

A++
A (L) / A (XL)
A++
A++
A++
kW

kW

mm
mm
mm
kg
°CWB
°CWB
°CDB
°CDB
°CDB
°CDB
dbA
dbA
dbA
dbA
dbA
dbA
dbA
dbA

4.50
3.50
4.30
5.20
4.90
4.30
3.10
4.10
5.10
5.40
5.98
3.64

58
61
56

5.50
4.80
6.00
6.20
6.00
4.90
2.90
3.75
4.85
5.15
5.61
3.67
740
884
388
58.5
-25 (3)
25
10
43
-25 (4)
35 (4)
60

6.00
5.30
7.50
7.70
6.30
5.40
2.70
3.65
4.60
4.90
5.40
3.54

62
62

57
59
52
44 (5)
47 (5)
49 (5)
48 (5)
49 (5)
50 (5)
44.5 (6)
45.5 (6)
47.5 (6)
34.50 (6)
R-32 (7)
675
kg
1.5
TCO2eq
1.01
Method
Inverter controlled
(1) Scale space heating A++ - G (without control) / Scale space heating A+++ - G (in combination with control)
(2) Scale water heating A - G
(3) Operating range heating (external unit): range expansion by supporting an backup heater
(4) Operating range hot water (external unit): range expansion by supporting an additional electric heater
(5) At 1 m separation
(6) At 3 m separation
(7) Contains fluorinated greenhouse gases

The new generation of heat pumps from ROTEX carries the Bluevolution-seal. For this reason It belongs
to the products of the DAIKIN-group working with the future-ready refrigerant R-32. In conjunction with
the new high-efficiency compressor, the new heat pumps reach the best efficiency values.

HPSU compact Ultra indoor unit

Dimensions

Weight
Tank
Operation range

Notes

Unit

304 H/C /
304 H/C Biv

308 H/C /
308 H/C Biv

mm
1,891
mm
595
mm
615
Unit H/C / H/C Biv
kg
84 / 93
Water volume
l
294
Maximum water temperature
°C
Heating
Water side
Min.
°C
Max.
°C
Cooling
Water side
Min.
°C
Max.
°C
Domestic
Water side
Min.
°C
hot water
Max.
°C
(1) 15 °C to 25 °C: BUH only, no heat pump operation = during commissioning
(2) > 55°C Backup heater only, no heat pump

504 H/C Biv
508 H/C /
508 H/C Biv
1,896
790
790
111 / 120
477

Height
Width
Depth

1) All ROTEX products with the ECH2O label are characterized by a unique heat storage principle.
Particularly space-saving, with the highest warm water comfort and open for additional heat sources.
2) The new generation of heat pumps from ROTEX carries the Bluevolution-seal. For this reason
It belongs to the products of the DAIKIN-group working with the future-ready refrigerant R-32.
In conjunction with the new high-efficiency compressor, the new heat pumps reach the best efficiency values.
3) The “Smart Grid Ready” label for all ROTEX HPSU compact heat pumps certifies their suitability
for “power bias operation”
4) All ROTEX heat pumps with the visual „Comfort 365“ are not only designed for heating, but also for cooling
when combined with an underfloor heating system. Your customised climate 365 days a year.
5) Intelligent storage management maximizes energy efficiency, heating and hot water comfort.
Lowest heating requirements up to 500 watts can be covered.
6) The “ROTEX compact class” product range has won the Plus X Award in recognition of its degree of
innovation, high quality, and excellence in design, functionality and ecology.
7) All ROTEX low temperatures are HP Keymark certified. The european certification system „KEYMARK“
is a seal of quality for a wide range of products and services are in line with European standards and
which define consistent quality standards.

1)

All ROTEX products with the ECH2O-Seal are characterized by a unique heat storage priciple.
Particulary space-saving, with the highest level of DHW comfort and open for additional heat sources.

2)
3)

4)
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6)

5)

HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra internal unit RHBX (Heating/Cooling)
04D9W
Dimensions
Device
Height
mm
Width
mm
Depth
mm
Weight
Device
kg
Operation range
Heating
Water side
Min. °C
Max. °C
Cooling
Water side
Min. °C
Max. °C
Domestic
Water side
Min. °C
hot water
Max. °C
Notes
(1) 15 °C to 25 °C: BUH only, no heat pump operation = during commissioning
(2) Please provide the condensate pan for the indoor unit
(3) > 55°C Backup heater only, no heat pump
1) The new generation of heat pumps from ROTEX carries the Bluevolution-seal. For this reason
It belongs to the products of the DAIKIN-group working with the future-ready refrigerant R-32.
In conjunction with the new high-efficiency compressor, the new heat pumps reach the
best efficiency values.
3) The “Smart Grid Ready” label for all ROTEX HPSU compact heat pumps certifies their suitability
for “power bias operation”
4) All ROTEX heat pumps with the visual „Comfort 365“ are not only designed for heating, but also for cooling
when combined with an underfloor heating system. Your customised climate 365 days a year.
4) The European certification system „Keymark“ is a seal of approval for various products and
services that comply with european standards and define uniform quality standards.

85
15 (1)
65
5
22
25
80 (2)

Thermal store ROTEX HybridCube for combination
HYC 343/19/0-DB HYC 544/19/0-DB HYC 343/19/0-P
HYC 544/19/0-P
with heat pump HPSU Bi-Bloc Ultra
Tank
Water volume
l
294
477
294
477
Energy efficiency class (Scale A-G)
B
Dimensions
Device
Height
mm
1,650
1,660
1,650
1,660
Width
mm
595
790
595
790
Depth
mm
615
790
615
790
Weight
kg
58
76
58
83
Domestic water volume in heat exchanger
l
27.1
29.0
27.1
29.0
Hygienic hot water-generation in instantaneous
through-flow principle
Heat pump combination
ROTEX HPSU
Bi-Bloc Ultra up to 8 kW
Solar combination Drain-Back
Pressurised solar (1)
Solar heating support
Notes
(1) If a pressurised solar combination or a bivalency solution is to be combined with
a heat pump, we can use the ROTEX compact heat pump HPSU compact Ultra
Biv Variant.

7)

Solaris flat-plate collectors
Dimensions

08D9W

V21P

V26P

H26P
1,300
2,000

Height mm
2,000
Width mm
1,006
1,300
Depth mm
85
Weight
kg
35
42
Water content (Volume)
l
1.3
1.7
2.1
Surface area Gross (outside)
m²
2.01
2.6
Coating
Miro-Therm (absorption max. 96%, emission approx. 5%± 2%)
Absorber
Harp-shaped Cu pipe matrix with welded on highly selective coated aluminum plate
Glazing
Single pane safety glass, Transmission approx. 92%
Permitted roof pitch
Min.
°
15
Max.
°
80
The solar panels are standstill resistant over a long period and are tested for thermal shock.
Minimum collector yield over 525 kWh / m2 per year with 40 % cloud coverage (location Würzburg, Germany)

840
440
390
42.4
15 (1)
65
5 (2)
22
25
80 (3)

1)
2)

3)

4)
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What makes ROTEX different?
We offer individual solutions for optimum living and working
that are straightforward, intelligent, and futureproof.

ROTEX Heating Systems GmbH
Langwiesenstraße 10
D-74363 Güglingen
www.rotex-heating.com

The ROTEX product range extends from heat pumps,
condensing boilers for oil and gas, solar thermal systems
and thermal stores, not forgetting underfloor heating and
heating oil tanks right up to rainwater tanks. Innovative systems
that enable optimum use of conventional and alternative energy sources in both detached houses and apartment buildings.
Whether in new build or modernisation projects. ROTEX products
stand for unique cost efficiency with maximum environmental
compatibility and the highest levels of flexibility.
ROTEX Heating Systems GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Daikin Europe NV, making it a member of the DAIKIN
Group, the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier
of products for heating, ventilation and climate control.
Our combined competence generates optimum product
solutions to meet the highest user aspirations.

© ROTEX · Irrtum und technische Änderungen vorbehalten · 008.1421649_04 ·©02/2017
ROTEX · Errors and technical changes reserved · RXEN1411 · 11/2018

ROTEX is a manufacturer and supplier of complete
innovative and environmentally responsible heating
systems – building on decades of experience. Since 1973,
ROTEX has stood for innovation and know-how in the
field of heat generation, storage and distribution. In the
development of products for our high grade and perfectly
matched components we focus on user benefits.

